
 

 

Friday 6th January 2023 

Dear Parents, 

It was lovely to have the children back in school after the Christmas break! They all 

had several exciting anecdotes to share with us and with their friends! We talked a 

lot about the holidays. We did manage to get some learning done too. 😊 

In maths this week, we have continued learning about money. We learnt how to 

select coins to make up a 

particular amount of money. The 

children also explored how to 

make an amount of money using 

a combination of different coins. 

They were reminded each time 

to start with the largest coin 

possible. Here are some 

examples of the problems they solved in 

class. 

The children were encouraged to solve 

reasoning problems based on what they 

had learnt. 

Please continue to support your child at 

home in learning about this life skill. Some 

children find this a little tricky. The more they practise, the better they get at it.  

The children did some free writing in English this week. They were first asked to draw 

pictures of their happiest moments they have had during the Christmas break. We 

then discussed some of their experiences as we gathered the key vocabulary they 

would need for their task. They were then encouraged to write about their holidays 

in their own words.  
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In science, we completed the investigation we had started towards the end of last 

term. Since many children were absent then due to various reasons, we used our 

first lesson to complete the experiment and write it up.  

In Geography, the children learnt to answer the question: Where do we live? They 

learnt the names of the seven continents and the oceans. They also used an atlas 

to locate the position of The United Kingdom in Europe and Leybourne in Kent. 

This term for RE, we will be learning about the Christian 

faith through the Christian concept of Gospel, which 

means ‘Good news’. The Gospel stories are found in the 

New Testament of the Bible.  

 

The children interpreted their own meaning of this panel 

of the Big Frieze and related it to the Gospel. 

 

They thought about different things that people do to 

show others that they love and care. 

 

 

Homework: 

• Please read daily and record it in your Reading Record Book. 

• Please learn the two times tables (from 2x0 to 2x12). The children will be tested 

on these in random order on Thursday or Friday. Some children are on five 

times, ten times and mixed times tables. 

• Please learn the following spellings to be tested next Thursday. 

Spellings 

The children will take their spelling books home after their test, so you can see how 

they’ve done each week. Please can these be returned to school as soon as 

possible, ready for the following test.  

Spellings to learn this week: 

Group A Group B 

here 

where 

pull 

full 

door 

floor 

poor 

copier                          copied 

happier                        happiest 

cried                             replied 

tried                              dried 

driest                             funnier 

 

Please let Mrs Pattanshetti know if your child feels they should be in a different group. 

 



The Woodland Learning sessions this term will be on Wednesday 11th January (am) 

and Wednesday 1st February (am). Please send your child to school dressed in 

waterproof clothes and wellington boots on these days. They will change into their 

school uniforms after the sessions. 

A request:  

Dear Mums, 

I realise this is very short notice, but I was wondering if you could possibly send a 

picture/ photograph of you with your child on Monday 9th January? The children will 

be asked to draw a portrait of their mothers during art lesson. It might help your child 

to have an image of you to add in the details. Please don’t worry if this is not possible. 

Mrs Pattanshetti 

 

We hope you have a lovely weekend! 

 

With best wishes,  

 

Mrs Pattanshetti, Mrs Patterson and Mrs Glennon 


